
Satoshi Morimatsu, President: 

Regain physical strength of thirties by stretching,
muscle training and exercises. 

Yukar i  Och i :

Will try for the level-up of myself and part-time employees in the factory. 

Tomoaki  Kaga:

Until last year, it was the time for catch-up. I need to study more but this year, 
I will challenge those matters I could not do in the past and new things! 

Yota  Fuj ino:

I want to efficiently perform my work always considering the processes to be followed. 

Sayaka  Kin jo :  

I want to make the next year to be a productive one.

Kunio  Ochi :

Just challenge!!

Nobuyuki Yamauchi:

Just challenge!!
Naoyuki Ito: 

I will be careful not to be injured.
Perform frequent maintenance as long as it will not prevent production.　

Shigeki Yagi:

Build up my physical strength so that I don’t feel inferior to young people. Ikuyo Hosokawa:

Life is full of ups and downs. Don’t give up.

Yuko Morimatsu, Executive Managing Director:

Mother Teresa said ‘It is not how much we do…but how much  love we put in that action.’
 I want to work keeping these words firmly in my mind.

I will aspire for gaining customers’ trust.   
Kennichi Kito:

I will make effort to increase more fishermen.
Kazuma Miki:

I will make effort to increase more fishermen.
Kazuma Miki:

Spend a healthy year!
Tomoko Sasaki:

The year of the mail-order battle!
Yoshihiro Moritake:

No fish, no life. I will send ‘delicious’world from Imabari to the tables in the world.
Katsuhiko Chinzei:

Face work and child-raising with all my strength!!
I want to be a wonderful mother. 

Aki Kaga:

Devote myself toward objective every day.
Yurie Oyama: 

Be organized!
Ikuko Kawamata:

Be flexible.
Masaru Nishida, Section Manager:

Fight the full game every day.
Tetsuro Tao:

Aim for healthy dietary life.
Zhang Xiao Zhen:

Wish to live healthy both mentally and physically. 
Hiroko Shigemi:

Challenge is what counts.
Atsuko Takeda, Division Manager:

I’d like to work as a swan. (Struggle desperately underwater but looks calm above the water.) 
Keita Koyama: Have a goal and will challenge every day.

Yasuyuki Omoto:


